Task 1 – Zina
Level 2 - Task 1

Zina

1.2
Obtain relevant detail from
extended verbal communication



Zina’s questions and responses indicated that he had
understood his partner’s comments.

1.3
Follow multi- step verbal
instructions correctly for a given
purpose



Zina followed the assessor’s instructions.

2.1
Use clear pronunciation to convey
intended meaning



He was clearly understood. His stress, pace and intonation
ensured his questions and comments were clearly conveyed.
Minor hesitations did not impede communication.

4.4
Obtain relevant information from
others



Zina used a range of question forms. His errors did not
impede communication.

3.1
Present information in a logical
sequence for a given purpose

X

Zina reported back the information he had learned from his
partner in a logical sequence.
However, he did not use a range of connectives or formal
markers. He has another opportunity to achieve this criterion
in Task 2.

Task 2 - Rima
Level 2 Task 2

Rima

1.1
Follow the gist of verbal communication on
straightforward topics

Rima’s questions to her partner are not
shown on this clip.

2.1
Use clear pronunciation to convey intended
meaning

 Rima could be clearly understood.

2.2
Use appropriate language in context according
to formality

 She used slightly formal language suitable

3.1
Present information in a logical sequence for a
given purpose

 Rima used a clear introduction, a main

Minor hesitations and errors did not
impede communication.

for the context.

body with arguments for and against her
subject followed by personal opinions and
a summary.
She used a range of discourse markers and
connectives appropriate for the level.

3.2
Provide a verbal account with relevant
information confidently for a given audience

 Rima communicated relevant facts and

3.3
Convey relevant detail during verbal
communication on straightforward topics

 She used a wide range of vocabulary

4.1
Contribute constructively to discussion
4.2
Express views constructively during verbal
communication
4.4
Obtain relevant information from others

feelings clearly using a range of
grammatical structures appropriate to her
level.
including general and technical terms and
idioms.
The discussion centred on her partner’s talk
is not shown on this clip.

 Rima expressed her views clearly.
Rima’s questions to her partner are not
shown on this clip.

PLEASE NOTE: In this video clip, Rima’s presentation exceeded the allocated time limit. In a live
assessment her talk would not be allowed to continue beyond 3 mins.

Task 3 – Zina
Level 2 Task 3 Job Interview
1.3
Follow multi step verbal instructions correctly
for a given purpose

Zina


Zina followed the majority of the
instructions.

2.2
Use appropriate language in context
according to formality



He spoke using a slow measured pace and
used structures which were appropriate for
an interview.

3.2
Provide a verbal account with relevant
information confidently for a given audience



His language was appropriate for the
context and he used a range of structures
confidently. He communicated relevant
facts. He made some errors but these did
not impede communication.

3.3
Convey relevant detail during verbal
communication



He used a range of vocabulary appropriate
for the topic.

4.4
Obtain relevant information from others



Zina used a range of question forms which
were appropriate for the context and his
level.

